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Name of the
game:'Respect'
A Human Relations
Commission video
contest challenges
students to creatively
show what respect
means to them
| Page 3

Facebook

can be an
addiction, too
Columnist Levi Joseph
Wonder finds the
reactions of
on-campus students
who were denied
access to Facebook
last week astonishing
| P.O.4

Crime on
the rise
Columnist Andrea
Wadsworth worries
that a rise in crime
in Toledo may be
finding its way to
Bowling Green
| Page 4

A struggling
market
The Obama
administration's new
housing plan offers
$75 billion to help
floundering
homeowners avoid
foreclosures | Page 10

The end of
the streak
Women's basketball
ended its school

Contest hopes to make

University implements
new network software

SunDial more green
By Becky Tencr
Reporter

record-breaking 25game winning streak

By John Buckingham

last night with a 45-40

Reporter

loss against Miami

The recent addition of the
Student Services Center on
the MyBGSU web portal is just
a small part of a much larger
project that's been around since
before most current students
even attended the University.
"It's just the tip of the iceberg,"
said Cindy Fuller, communications coordinator for the Office of
the Chief Information Officer.
The BG9100 project, so named
for its anticipated completion
'date on the centennial of the
University, was created in 2003
to implement a new software,
PeopleSoft, to integrate the separate departmental information
systems into a cohesive, interconnected network.

87

WANTED: Students who are
eating green, thinking of the
environment and hoping to get
"Caught Green Handed."
"Caught Green Handed: the
green dining initiative" is a
new program and contest to
help make the SunDial dining hall more environmentally friendly, the University
Sustainability Coordinator
Nick Hennessy said. The initiative is also meant to help
students learn what they can
do to be more environmentally
aware in their everyday lives,
he said.
It is Hennessy's job to investigate possible cost savings
solutions for the University,
how to make those alternatives
green, and how to get as many
students as possible involved
in green projects.
"We asked what are some
different things we can do in
the dining center to be more
environmentally friendly and
save money," he said.
Hennessy said he decided
to take simple ways to save
money and the environment
and test them in the Sundial
to see what effects they would
have. "Caught Green Handed"
then became a contest where
students who are caught making greener choices can be
rewarded. Hennessy said a few
students will be chosen every
week and will win prizes like
green water bottles and dining
discount coupons. The initiative began Feb. 17, and students will also be able to take
part in a green dinner March
17.

Check out BGSU's new

ONLINE

^TUaEMT wt
The change to PeopleSoft
involves nearly all aspects of
University information systems
including admissions, bursar,
financial aid, housing and registration, said Christopher Cox,
registrar and co-director of
BG@100.
"From a student's perspective,
the big benefit is going to be that
PeopleSoft is all one system where
current administrative systems
are all different systems."
According to Cox, the old systems required a labor-intensive
transfer of data from one system
to another that makes the sys-

tems unavailable to students at
night and can cause delays in the
release of registration holds and
other administrative actions.
"To get data from one system to
the other entails a lot of work at
night to port data from one system to the other so the next step
in the process could take place,"
Cox said.
But with PeopleSoft, the days
of delays and nightly outages are
over.
"Now we're all working off the
same data in the same system,"
See CENTER | Page 10

Panhellenic Council receives high honor
What is your favorite
movie?

MATT PARIS
Junior. Accounting
"Man on Fire.'
because you don't
piss Denzel off."

| Page 4

k

By Allison Borg«lt
Reporter

The University's Panhellenic
Council received the highest honor presented at the
Mid-American Greek Council
Association's annual conference
Feb. 14 in St. Louis, Mo.
The Panhellenic Executive
Board spent most of the year
documenting
information required to apply for the
Sutherland Division IV Award,
The students' efforts allowed
them to beat out some of the

largest contending Greek communities in the United States.
The Sutherland Award recognizes councils that show strength in
the eight areas of philanthropy
and service, risk reduction and
management.academicachievement, membership recruitment,
public relations, self-governance
and judicial affairs, council
management, and leadership
and education development.
In order to apply for the award,
members of the executive board
worked on binders of information for each of the eight areas.

Caitlin Bainter, a seniorand200H
Panhellenic Council president,
said the council applied for the
award based on what it achieved
over the year. She said all of the
council's activities were recorded in the binders, and then they
were shipped to Missouri to be
judged. Bainter was in charge of
preparing the winning binders
for submission.
"We didn't even have the criteria
until October, and we started in
November and worked on them
See AWARDS | Page II

"It gives students incentives
to do green things," he said.
GradassistanceforResidcnt x
Life, Danielle Page, has also
been working on the initiative.
She said if students want to be
"Caught Green Handed" there
are a many things they can do
during their meals to be more
environmentally friendly.
Using reusable water bottles,
being mindful of food waste,
using glasses instead of paper
cups, not taking too many
napkins and recycling plastic
like pop bottles and yogurt
containers are just a few things
Page said can make a huge difference.
"Sustainability is kind of a
trendy thine right now... it will
eventually become more of a
culture." she said. "Even one
individual can make a huge
impact and that can inspire
the student population as a
whole to be mindful of being
green."
Senior Danielle Dever said
when she eats on campus she
usually brings a water bottle
and she tries to use real silverware and plates.
"I think it's important to
really take advantage of what's
offered." she said. "We could
save a lot of paper if they only
offered real plates and cups."
Another aspect of green
dining is not getting food to
go. Page said if students stay
and eat they're not getting the
to-go containers that are nonrecyclable, but also said staying promotes community and
saves money.
Being green goes beyond
just the benefits of helping
GREEN
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Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

.we'd have it all
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths

> Furnished if needed
> Full-size dishwasher
> Full-size washer
and dryer

> Shuttle service to
bars on Friday &
Saturday nights
> Full-size washer
and dryer
> and much more...^
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TUESDAY
MARCH. 3
2:17 P.M.
Complainant reported the south
end of a building on North Grove
Street was spray painted.

7:15 P.M.
R iv Sterner. 67. of Bowling Green,
was cited for traffic control violation after hitting two pedestrians on
Mercer Road.

10:00 P.M.
Complainant reported two subjects
wearing black hoodies, masks and
backpacks were trying to break into
her apartment on 5th Street through
the front door and window.
ONLINE: Go to bgviemcom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?
It's easy! Advertise

decision. If USG finds no faults
with the petition, the issue will
be put to a student-wide vote
within 15 academic days.
Senior Steve Currie, founder
of the Coalition, feels that no
matter what the eventual result
of the Stroll Center, there was a
lot accomplished in the name of
activism.
"Overall, the event met, if not
exceeded, my optimistic expectations," Currie said.
While one event cannot
change the motivation of students being involved with politics, Currie said the process has
to start somewhere.
"I think the citizen action within the University has become
more capable," he said. "Not a lot,
hut a little and we'll take that."
Many of Curries acolytes were
on hand to help the Coalition
spread the word of a potential
referendum and excited they
were making a difference on
campus.
"We are here to gather support
for a referendum to get the signatures that we need so that Students can have a vote." said Hich
Khrbar, communications director for the BGSU Stroh Center
Referendum.
"What greater way fix your student representatives on the government to get students involved
at this University then to have
individuals vote on this referendum?" lihrbarsaid. "What better
way do you have?"
While the Coalition is vocal
about giving students the right

with The BG News today
and get the word out!

GREEN
From Page 1

Visit 204 West Hall or
call 419-372-2605 to
speak with a sales
representative today.

the environment; it helps the
University financially. Page
said the Sundial spends $4,300
a week on to-go containers.
"That's over $200,000 an
academic year that is being
thrown into a landfill and can't
be recycled." she said.

to vote on an issue, in no way is
the group taking one side or the
other. Currie said.
Other Coalition members
agreed with Khrbar on having
the right to vote on something
as important as the Stroll Center
fee.
"Wew ant peopletostarl talking
more with their USG representatives," Coalition member Sean
Lutzmann said while collecting
signatures. "Most people don't
even know what USG stands for,
literally and figuratively, and we
want to change that."
"We want people to know they
havea say in real important decisions," he added.
While only undergraduate students will be assessed with the
fee, it does not mean the city of
Bowling Green is taking notice.
Graduate student loelle Ryan
will not have to pay a fee, but it
docs not mean she cannot be in
support of students getting the
op|M>rtunitytovote.
"As a person who is concerned
about student issues, I believe
very strongly that the USG made
a very grave mistake when they
decided not to have a referendum on this issue," Ryan said.
USG President John Waynick
disagrees with Ryan, saying he
would back USG "110 percent" in
the decisions they make, including support of the Stroh Center
fee.
"I believe it takes away the
legitimacy if we took every issue
we had to a student referendum,"

Waynick said.
While he is ecstatic students
are passionate about a political
issue, he feels USG made the
right decision initially.
The initiative is also working on some greener things
the Sundial can do behind the
scenes in the kitchen, Hennessy
said, like having recycling bins
for plastics and steel cans. The
Sundial will be offering organic options to support the local
economy and fresher choices,
he said.
They will also be offering a
service to collect plates and sil-

Stroh Kamily didn't contribute
to anything but athletics. That's
false," Streetman said while he
was holding up a sign that read,
"1 support the Stroll family, the
Stroh Center and the USG."
But others are still convinced
the Stroh Center isa bad idea.
"The Stroh Center, to me, is
a tremendous waste of money,"
senior Corey Baum said. 'This
family donates SB million dollars and wants their name on
the building, |but| they donated
a small fraction of it. It should
say my name and every other
student's name."
There are those who feel USG
did not represent the student
body and their constituents to
the fullest, contrary to Waynick's
statement.
"The administration never
asked any of us how we felt about
it. No one ever asked me, nobody
probably ever asked you. I don't
think that they really asked
enough people to officially say we
support it or not," junior Andrew
lortlage said, who helped create
the original Facebook petition
for a referendum.
Even with the passion of Baum
and Fortlage, not everyone on
campus cares about the issue.
"I don't care about the Stroh
Center because I don't pay my
tuition anyways," freshman
Aaron Nestor said.
No matter if people are in favor
of the Stroh Center or not. or even
for a referendum, students are
passionate about being involved
with campus activities.
"If anything, I'm excited about
the passion." Waynick said. "It
makes me proud that students
do care."

"I still stick by the fact |thal|
USG acted responsible," Waynick
said. "We were elected, and
therefore, trusted to be a representative."
While active participation
makes Waynick happy students
are takingastanceon something,
some USG members believe the
Coalition is getting certain facts
wrong.
Vice President Sundeep Mutgi
said the Coalition is taking a
stance and would rat her see the
Stroh Center be stroked down.
"It'sa petition against the Stroh
Center," Mutgi said.
Mutgi said it would lie redundant for students already in
support of the Stroh Center to
have a vote and, essentially, the
Coalition is taking a side.
"If indeed you believe the Stroh
Center is a good choice, and that
is what you put on the referendum, then that is just being
redundant," he said. "It doesn't
make sense. The Coalition is saying they are not taking the side.
The only reason why you want a
referendum is to negate the resolution USG passed."
Mutgi said the donation of S8
million by the Stroh family could
be wasted if this issue gets put to
a student vote.
Some students do want to see
this money be put to use and feel
the Strohs made this donation
for the benefit of all students, not
just athletes.
Fifth-year student Terry
Streetman, who is in favor of the
Stroh Center, would hate to see
this money not be used to replace
the current facility, Anderson
Arena.
"People are trying to say the

"We really want to make a
push for people to not take the
stuff but also for the Idining
ware| that has been taken that
they can return it no questions
asked." he said.
The purpose of the initiative
is to educate students on what
they can do to save money
and help the environment,
Hennessy said.
"If students arc learning

verware that has been taken
from the dining hall by using
busing trays in the lobbies of
Kreischer and Harshman.
"We want to make the silverware and Iplatesl available
to people, but Dining Services
has problems with those things
going missing," he said.
Hennessy said in the fall
SI.400 on silverware alone was
stolen from the Sundial.

CITY
BRIEF
Auto accident puts
two in hospital
A Bowling Green man was cited
for traffic control device violation
yesterday after hitting two victims
with his car while they were using
the crosswalk on Mercer Road
Ray Steiner. 67. struck the male
and female victims at 7:15 Tuesday
night with the front of his vehicle
as he was traveling southbound on
North Mercer Road towards Ridge
Road.
According to Bowling Green
police reports, the male victim was
thrown approximately 30 feet from
the crosswalk after being hit. with
a female witness saying she saw
a shoe fly in her direction upon
impact.
The female victim was struck on
the left ankle, although she stated
at the time of the accident that
no medical attention was needed,
police said However, both victims
were treated at Wood County
Hospital.
According to police reports, witnesses said the victims had pushed
the crosswalk alert light before stepping into the road, although cars
were traveling fast Some witnesses
said Steiner never had time to stop.
police said
Upon being guestioned by police
about the accident; Steiner said
he was not on any medication that
would make him sleepy, but that he
did undergo heart bypass surgery in
the past, according to police reports

about it and maybe taking
those behaviors to different
locations, their homes or other
places, then it's going to continue," he said.
"Caught Green Handed: the
green dining initiative," will
run through the week after
Spring Break with opportunities for students to be caught in
the act of eating environmentally friendly.

Save up
New fee structure for summer '09 helps
students who want to take classes part time:
> Save money per enrolled credit hour
> Complete additional coursework at a lower rate
> Stay on track with degree program
For summer class details visit summer.bgsu.edu

BGSU

Explore I Inspire I Achieve
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123 E. Merry-$785
127 E. Merry - $680

Newlove Rentals

217 S.College - $610

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

332 S. Main (our only office)
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• Three bedroom houses
• Close to campus
• Check out our prices!
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Brown Bag Lunch
relates crafting •
evolution to feminism
By Theresa Scott
Reporter

DISCOUNTS: Need a mov* ot music for your long plane or car ride on spring break? The University Bookstore recently reduced the prices of all movies and music by 50 percent before
students take off to their exotic vacation spots

GET A LIFE

Video contest allows
students to define respect

CAlfNDAR Of EVENTS
Some (Wilts tdtan (torn evenlsbgsu edu

l?d.m

$25 gift card raffle
Union Table Space

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #10: "Trans
Art: Visions of Gender
Diversity"

By Eric Reed
Reporter
Respect It's the theme of a
video contest sponsored by the
University's Human Relations
Commission, which runs until
5 p.m. April I.
The BIG On Respect Video
Contest is meant to allow students to be creative and share
what respect means to them,
Thecontest isalsoa reminder
to the University that respect is
a core value and it's important
to get it and to give it, said Barb
loth, writing center coordinator and member of HRC.
"Respect is kind of an
umbrella
theme,"
Mark
Gardner, senior, said. "Respect
can look like a lot of different things to a lot of different
people."

Union Gallery Space

-1? pm
BG ■■ 100 March Town Hall
Event
OlscamplU

7:50 p.m.
MFA Reading: David
Spiering & Anne Valente
Prout Chapel

9 p.m. -10 p.m.
Greek Week Steering
Committee
Olscamp226

Gardner and Toth arc both
hoping submissions are creative and challenge a viewer to
define respect areas or create
more understanding,
The contest is also meant to
promote diversity and Ruijie

Zhao, graduate assistant and
member of I IRC, said she
hopes that it helps people to
practice acceptance they talk
about in classrooms.
Both students and faculty
can enter the contest and are
judged separately, so winners
in both the student contest
and faculty contest will receive
S500 for first prize, $250 for
second prize and S100 for third
prize.
The winners will have their
videos screened at a special
viewing and will have them
published on the HRC Web

site.
The videos can be a maximum of four minutes in length
and must convey the theme of
positive human relations and
respect for one another on the
University campus.
"Student don't have to feel
like they have to he experts
with technology," Zhao said.
A submission doesn't have
to necessarily even be a video.
Il can be any sort of moving
media, which includes Power

The firs! Drown Hag Lunch of
March was held a) the Women's
Center yesterday to kick nil
Women'slssues.Month.Graduate
Assistants Aisha McGriff ami
Heather Pristash led a discus
sion with guesi- about the history and importance of crafting
in their presentation "Women
Crafting Narratives ol Self."
Knitting,
patchwork and
needle point have traditionally
been associated with women
and femininity, but not until
recent!) has the a/i of crafting
gained attention as an important issue to the feminist movement, Pristash said.
Prior to the 1850s crafting,
specifically quilling and knitting has been used to reinforce
the "cull of domesticity" anil in
reinforce ideas of femininity,
McGriff said. The study of quill
Ingcan be useful when trying to
better understand women and
women's narratives in history,
McGriff said.
"Quilting was a craft controlled by women, in a time
where men controlled virtually
all other areas of ait and society," McGriff said. "Because of
ibis, it is important to analyze
quilts as historic pieces of art."
Quilting allowed women to
form bonds with each other in
ways thai could not have been
done previously, McGriff said.
During the Civil War. crafting
and quilting made a shift from
domestic to political. Women
sold quilts at Sanitation lairs
(if the 1860s with political messages on them, promo!ing social
movements, McGriff said.

"Craft allows us to
examine gender, sex,
labor and other vital
areas of concern."
Bee ause ot the associations
between crafting and domes
ticity, ii has traditionally been
rejected bj feminist movements,
Pristash said.
"Feminists have tried to
divon e themselves from crafl in
the past," Pristash said. "But in
the third wave many have tried
to rebuild craft and crafting."
Crafting can be useful to
build social networks between
women and also instill a sense
ni (n ami ship in the crafter and
as a means to get awa) from
mass produced culture, Pristash

said.
"The history of craft is also the
history of femininity," Pristash
said. "So it is Important
attention to it."
Marj Kruger, director of the
Women's Center, said she has

always been interested In crafl
ing because' il seemed like a safe
place for women.
J'l have always thought thai
crafting allowed time without
men." Kruger said. ' I Ins is a
place for women In bond and
c reatea space for each other."
Pristash pushed lor more
research ami stud) ol crafting
within academic circles.
"Crafi allows us in examine
gender, sex. labor and other vital
areas of concern. Pristash said.
"It is vital we have more scholars
in this area."

Point, Tbth said.
Videos can be submitted on
CD or DVD and can be turned
in to the Office of liquify and
Diversityin705 Administration
Building or at the Writing
Center in 303 Moseley Hall.
Only original work isallowed
to be submitted. Winners will
be announced on April 16.
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RIT

Rochester Institute ol technology

■ Art, Design, Crafts, Photography,

' Computing and Information
Sciences and Technology

Film, Graphic Arts

i Mullidisciplinary/General

• Engineering and Technology

Studies

' Business, Management, and
1

Human Services
1

ti

Education, Psychology, and Human

Science, Mathematics,
Statistics, and Imaging Science

i Sustainability

Resources

Graduate Study at RIT
Career-focused. Specialized, Technologically based.
80 graduate degrees, including MS/MBA/MFA/Ph.D.
programs
Talented and divetse faculty with industry connections
Scholarships and assistantships available
3,000 corporate and government partnerships

DON'T WORRY - USE THE GLASS CITY ATM ON CAMPUS
TO GET CASH FOR YOUR SPRING BREAK TRIP!*

One-year master's degrees and online programs
50 research centers supporting applied research,
consulting and innovation
100,000 alumni worldwide

Contact us at:
www.rit.Bdu/giadsludy/4
1-866-260-3950
Visit Us Anytlmt.

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
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Most programs still accepting applications
Graduate Study Open House March 18
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419-887-1000
419-352-0787 - BG branch
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Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?
It's easy! Advertise
with The BG News today
and get the word out!

decision, 11 vise■ finds no bulls
with the petition, the issue will
be put to .i student wide vote
within 15 academic days.
Senior Steve Currie, founder
ni the Coalition, feds that no
matter what the eventual result
of the Stroh Center, there was a
lot accomplished in the name of
activism,
"Overall the even) met, ii not
exceeded, mj optimistic expectations," Currie said,
While our event cannot
change the motivation of students being involved with politics, i urrie said the process has
to start somewhere.
"I think the citizen action with
in the Universitj lias become
more capable." he said. "Not a lot,
but a little and we'll take that."
Many oi ( urrie's acolytes were
on hand to help die Coalition
spread the word of a potential
referendum and excited ihey
were making a difference on
campus.
"We are here to gather SUppoil
for a referendum to get the sin
natures that we need so thai sin
dents can have a vote," said Rich
Ehrbar, communications director for the BGSU Stroh Center
Referendum,
"What greater way for yourstudenl representatives on the government to gel students involved
ai this University then to have
Individuals vote on this referendum?''! hrbar said. "What bettei
was doyouhave?"
While the Coalition is vocal
about giving students the right

GREEN
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Visit 204 West Hall or
call 419-572-2605 to
speak with a sales
representative today.

the environment; it helps the
University financially. Page
said the Sundial spends $4,300
a week on logo containers.
"Thais over S2(K).tltll) an
academic year thai is being
thrown into a landfill and can't
he recycled," she said.

in vote on an issue, in no way is
the group taking one side ot the
other, Currie said,
Oilier Coalition members
agreed with Ehrbar on having
the right to voie on something
as important as the Stroh Center
lee.
"Wewantpeopletostart talking
more with their ns(, representatives," Coalition member Sean
Lutzmann said while collecting
signatures. "Most people don't
even know what IIS(i stands for.
literally and figuratively, and we
want to change that."
"Wewani people to know thev
haveasaj in real Important decisions," he added,
While only undergraduate students will be assessed with the
fee, it does not mean the citj of
Bowling Green is taking notice.
Graduate student loelle Ryan
will not have to pay a fee, Inn it
does not mean she cannot be in
support of students getting the
opportunity to vole.
"As a person who is concerned
about student issues, i believe
vcrj strongly thai the list, made
a ven grave mistake when they
decided noi to have a referendum on this issue," Ryan said.
list; President |ohn Waynick
disagrees with Ryan, saying he
would back list, 110percent"in
the decisions they make, including support of die Stroh (enter
fee.
"I believe it takes awaj the
legitimacy it we took every issue
we had loa student referendum,"
Waynick said.
While he is ei Static students
are passionate about a political
issue, hi' feels IIS(, made the
right decision initially.

The initiative is also working on some greener lliings
the Sundial call do behind the
si enesin the kitchen, I lennessy
said like having recycling bins
for plastics and Steel cans. I he
Sundial will be offering organic options to support the local
economy and fresher choices,
he said.
I hey will also be offering a
service to COlleCI plates and sil

'I still slick l>y the fail [(hall
I ISO aeled responsible," Waynick
said. "We were elected, and
therefore, trusted io lie a representative."
while active participation
makes Waynick happy students
are takingastance on something,
some llSli members believe the
Coalition is getting certain facts
wrong.
Vice President Sundeep Mulgi
said the Coalition is taking a
stance and would rather see the

siroh (enter be st roked down.
It's a petition against the St roll
Center,' Mulgi said.
\llitgi said it would he rcdun
dam for students already in
support of the Stroh Center to
have a vote and. essentially, the
Coalition is taking a side,
"If indeed you believe the Stroh
Center is a good choice, and thai
is what you put on the referendum, then that is jusi being
redundant," he said. "It doesn'l
make sense. The ('oalition is saying they are not laking the side
The only reason why you wain a
referendum is to negate the resolution list I passed."
Mulgi said the donation of SH
million In the Stroh family could
be wasted if this issue gets put to
a student vote.
Some students do want lo see

this money be put louse and feel
the Strolls made this donation
for the benefit of all students, not
just athletes.
Fifth-year
student
ferry
Streetman, who is in favor of the
Stroh ('enter, would hate to see
this money not be used to replace
the current facility, Anderson
Arena.
"People are trying to say the
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www.newloverentals.com
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419-372-BGSU

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

1

127 E. Merry - $680
217 S.College - $610

"We really want lo make a
push for people to not take the
Stuff but also for the [dining
ward that has been taken thai
Ihey can return il no quest ions
asked," be said.
The purpose of the initiative
is lo educate students on what
ihey can do to save money
and help the environment,
I lennessy said.
"If students are learning

verware thai has been taken
from ihe dining hall by using
busing trays in the lobbies of
kreiscberand llarsbnian.
We want lo make the sil
verware and Iplatesl available
to people, but Dining Services
has problems with those tilings
going missing.'' he said.
1 lennessy said in the fell
$1,400 on silverware alone was
stolen from the Sundial.

BOWLING

123 E. Merry

Stroh Family didn't contribute
to anything but athletics. That's
false," Streetman said while he
was holding up a sign that lead,
"I support the Stroh family, the
Stroh Center and the USG."
Bui others are still convinced
the StTOh ('enter is a had idea.
"The Stroll Center, lo me, is
a tremendous waste oi money,"
senior Core] Baton said. "This
family donates $8 million dollars and wants their name on
the building, Ibtitl they donated
a small fraction of it. It should
say my name and every other
student's name."
There are those who feel I ISO
did not represent the student
bodj and their constituents to
the fullest contrary toWaynick's
statement
"I he administration ncvci
asked any of us how we fell about
il. No one ever asked me. nobody
probably ever asked you. I don't
think that they really asked
enoughpeople loofficialk say we
support it or not,'' jinii<n \ndicu
Fortlage said, who helped create
the original I acebook petition
lor a referendum
I ven with the passion of Baum
and Fortlage, not everyone on
campus cares about the issue.
"I don't care about the Stroh
('enter because I don't pay my
tuition anyways," freshman
Aaron Nestor said.
No matter if people are in favor
of the Stroh Center or not, or even
for a referendum, students are
passionate about being involved
with campus activities,
"If anything, I'm excited about
the passion." Waynick said. "Il
makes me proud that Students
do care."

I

CITY
BRIEF
Auto accident puts
two in hospital
A Bowling (jieen man was cited
(or traffic conliol device violation
yesterday alter hitting two victims
with his car while they were using
the crosswalk on Mercer Road
Ray Steiner. 67 struct; the male
and female victims at 715 Tuesday
night with ihe front of his vehicle
as he was traveling southbound on
North Mercer Road towards Ridge
Road
According lo Bowling Green
police leports. the male victim was
thrown approximately 50 feet from
the crosswalk alter being hit. with
a female witness saying she saw
a shoe fly in her direction upon
impact
The female victim was struck on
the left ankle, although she staled
at the lime of the accident that
no medical attention was needed,
police said However, both victims
were treated al Wood County
Hospital.
According lo police reports, witI the victims had pushed
the crosswalk alert light before stepping into the road, although cars
were traveling fast Some witnesses
said Steiner never had lime to stop,
police said
Upon being questioned by police
about the accident: Steiner said
lie was not on any medication that
would make him sleepy, but thai he
did undergo heart bypass surgery in
the past, according to police reports.

about il and maybe laking
those behaviors to different
locations, their homes or other
places, then it's going lo continue," he said.
(aught Green Handed: the
green dining initiative." will
rim tiirough the week afler
Spring Break with opportunities for students to be caught in
the act of eating environmentally friendly.
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Brown Bag Lunch
relates crafting
evolution to femini sm
By Theresa Scott

BEN LOHMAN

DISCOUNTS:". ■ :

if music foe your long plane or ear ride on spring break? The Universily Bookstore recently redw
/acation spots

GET A LIFE

Video contest allows
students to define respect

•
S25 gift card raffle
Union Table Space

By Eric Reed
Rep ■

Exhibit #10: "Trans
Art: Visions of Gender
Diversity"

Respect. It's the theme "f .1
v ideo contest sponsored by the
University's Human Relations
Commission, which runs until
5 p.m. \pril I.
The B!G On Respecl Video
Contest is meant to allow students to be Creative and share
what respect means to them.
Thecontestisalsoaremindei
to (he University that respect is
a Hire value and it's important
to gel it and to give it, said Barb
roth, writing center coordinator and member of HRC.
"Respect is kind of an
umbrella
theme."
Mark
Gardner, senior, said. "Respei 1
can look like a lot of different things to a lot of different
people."

Union Gallery Space

BG -100 March Town Hall
Event
OlscamplU

MFA Reading: David
Spiering & Anne Valente
Prout Chapel

Greek Week Steering
Committee
Olscamp226

MprailNty'2 Weeks
*m m*-% FREE
Tanning

Gardner and loth are both
Imping submissions are 1 re
atfve and challenge a viewer to
define respecl areas or create
more understanding.
I he contest is also meant to
promote diversity and Ruijie
Zhao, graduate assistant and
member of lint . said she
hopes that it helps people to

practice acceptance they talk
about in classrooms.
Moth students and fai lilt\
can enter the contest and are
judged separately, so winners
in hoth the student contest
and faculty contest will receive
$500 for first prize, $250 foi
second prize and SlOOfbt third
prize.
I he winners will have their
videos screened at a special
viewing and will have them
published on the llltt Web

site.

I he videos 1 an be .1 maxi
inuniol tour minutes in length
and must convej the theme ol
positive human relations and
respecl for one another on the
University campus,
"Student don't have to feel
like the\ have to be experts
with technology." Zhao said.
\ submission doesn'l have
to necessarily even be a video.
h can be am sort of moving
media, which includes Power
Point, Toth said.
Videos can be submitted on
CD or l)\ I),iiulcin be turned
in to the Office ol Equity and
Diversitj in 705 Administration
Building or at the Writing
Center in 303 Moseley Hall.
Only original workisallowed
to be submitted Winners will
be announced on April 16.

I lie first Brown Bag Lunch ol
March was held at the Women
tenter yesterday to kick oil
Women'slssuesMonth.Graduate
Assistants \isha Met li
Heather Pristash led a
sion with guests about th
tor) ami importance ol crafting
in their presentation Women
t rafting Narratives ol -■
Knitting, patchworl
needle poini have tradii
been associated with
and femininity, Inn not until
recently has the ari
gained attention 1- an important issue to the feminist
mom. Pristash said.
Prior tn the 18.10s 1
spet iticalK quilting an
ting has been used to n niton ,■
the "cull nt domestii it)
reinforce ideas ol femininit;
McGriffsaid. I he stud) of quilt
ing can be useful when ti
beitei understand women and
women's narratives in hi
McGriffsaid
"Quilting was ,1 u,ill controlled by women, in a time
where men c out rolled virtual!)
all othet areas of art and sm 1
ety." Midrib said Dei ause ol
this, it is important to analyze
quiltsas historic piei esol .111
Quilting allowed women to
form bonds with each other in
ways thai could not have been
done previously, MilIrifl said
During the Civil War. 1 rafting
and quilting made a sluh from
domestic to political. Women
sold quilts ai Sanitation I airs
of the 1860s with political messageson them, promoting social
movements, McGrifl said

"Craft allows us to
examine gender, sex,
labor and other vital
areas of concern."

build
women and
,is ,1 mi

I In '
historj 'M feminiii 1
11 is llll|V

attention ton."
Man Krugi
iVomi 11's Centei
always been mien ■
ingbei
plat e fi
"I have al .
allowed tit
men," Kruget said
place for women ti
Pristash 1 1
li and stud
within
"(rail allow gendei
areas 1,1
"It is vital wi
in this.:
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RIT
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Rochester Institute ol Technology

■ Art. Design, Crafts, Photography.

■ Computing and Information
Sciences and Technology

Film, Graphic Arts
■ Engineering and Technology

■ Multidisciplinary/ General
Studies

■ Business, Management, and

■ Science, Mathematics,

Human Services
■ Education, Psychology, and Human

Statistics, and Imaging Science
■ Sustainability

Resources

Graduate Study at RIT
Career-focused. Specialized. Technologically based.

80 graduate deytees, including MS/MBA/MFA/Ph.D.

programs
Talented and diverse faculty with industry connections
Scholarships and assistanlships available
3,000 corporate and government partnerships

DON'T WORRY - USE THE GLASS CITY ATM ON CAMPUS
TO GET CASH FOR YOUR SPRING BREAK TRIP!"

One-year master's degrees and online programs
50 research centers supporting applied research,
consulting and innovation
100,000 alumni worldwioe

Contact us at:
www.rit.edu/gradstudyM
1-866-260-3950
Visit Us Anytime.

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
'CREDIT UNION

Most programs still accepting applications
Graduate Study Open House March 18

We're working for you!
ESI

■| rcc lor GlassCit) I cderal members Si transaction fee applies lo non memnei withdrawals.

419-887-1000
419-352-0787 - BG branch

VISIT OUR ATM IN THE STUPeifT UNION NEXT TO STARBUCKS/

FORUM

"We want people to start talking more with their USG representatives. Most people don't
even know what USG stands for, literally and figuratively, and we want to change that."
- Sean Lutzmann. coalition member, [see story, pg. II
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your favorite movie?
"Brown Sugar'

"The Shaggy DA'

Taken' I like movies that

Because it talks

I like movies with

deal with the GA and

about love and music

dogs."

how it relates to govern-

A

TheSandlot
Because 1 like that
guy that stutters."

N
^

Have your own take on
today's People On The

ment agencies and crime"

together."
WHITNEY BELLMAN.
Senior.
Accounting

.

<XJ|

CLAY DUNCAN.
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

HANNAH MINGUS.
t reshman.
Journalism

Students' outraged response to
Facebook blackout implies high
level of digital dependence

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion (or
SAMANTHA BLAND.
Junior.
Dietetics

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com
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manifestation of the Facebook addictions

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

which so many of us possess. Get in
Exactly one week ago Hast
Thursday)! I logged into my
Pacebook account and noticed
one of my digital friends sent
me an invite to join a group.
Fantastic - I hate those
things.
Upon clicking the link, I was
forwarded to the page of the
following group: I Survived
the BGSU lac,'hook Blackout
Of 2009.
"Oh yeah," I thought to
myself. "That's prohably why I
wasn't able to log in last night
before class. Wow. That's a lot
of members."
Currently, the group has
over 900 members. I am sickened.
After reading the comments
for the group's page, in addition to hearing literal boatloads of gossip about the event
the next day. I was astonished
by how many people were
talking about it.
So many people were
becoming hysterical about
being denied access to a simple social networking site for a
matter of hours. It would seem
these people like Facebook a
lot — too much, really. Doesn't
addiction factor into this
somewhere?
Apparently, these people
were unable to access their
Facebook accounts for merely
a few hours, and they were
pretty pissed about it. And
why shouldn't they have been?
The loss of Facebook is synonymous with outright injustice
and horrible suffering.
Having to wait 12 hours

the way of our instant gratification

Soaring crime rates in Toledo
spreading to Bowling Green

mechanisms, and we get angry, real fast."
before uploading a stupid
group photo of a few friends
head-butting each other while
drunk beyond belief? I can't
wait that long!
What? You mean I have to
wait half a day before 1 can
turn that cute" picnik-edited
photo of me with my cat into
tn\ profile picture? No way!
This truly is pure evidence
to show just how addled we
college students are when it
comes to our dependence
on the digital drug known as
Facebook. 1 am not an exception to this rule; I check my
Facebook profile anywhere
from two to four times per
day.
And it irritates me to no
end. After being badgered into
creating a profile. I am currently a full-fledged Facebook
troll, lust like everyone else. I
freaked out a little bit when the
site failed to load last week.
What really takes the cake
is how desperately some
students wanted to believe
University administration
was responsible for prohibiting Facebook access to students for that 12 hour period
of time.
Whenever an explanation,
no matter how ridiculous,
offers itself as a semi-legitimate answer to a controversial issue — especially when a
popular scapegoat is included
for people to blame en masse

I University Administration)
— the resulting rumors will fly
faster and spread quicker than
a cracked out hummingbird
carrying a jar of warm peanut
butter, which is exactly what
happened.
The students earnestly
desired toblamethe University
for cutting Facebook access.
Regardless of how irrational
the idea was, it became an
extreme form of gratification
for students to dog on the
administration for purportedly blocking their Facebook
rights to free speech.
Personally, I see the outlash
as an outward verbal manifestation of the Facebook addictions which so many of us
possess. Get in the way of our
instant gratification mechanisms, and we get angry, real
fast. We find ways to justify
our anger through irrational
arguments made relevant by
linking them to hotly contested events. (Stroh Center
controversy, anyone?)
The way I see it, this should
serve as a rude wake up call
to those whose hands started
to jitter when first discovering they would not be able to
access their daily digital drug
for half a day.
I am ashamed to say I too
fell prey to the rumors of the

everything from arson,
rape, beatings and

Interracial couples should be
illegal. God did not intend for
different races to procreate, and
crossing racial boundaries creates unnecessary problems in a
marriage.
It was this thinking that
brought Mildred and Richard
Loving before the Supreme
Court more than 40 years ago.
Fhe black woman and white
man were arrested because their
marriage violated a Virginia law

Do they love any differently?

No.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story7
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

It's a student's responsibilty

What kind of crime did these
people commit to lose their
constitutional freedoms?
They happen to be gay.
In a close vote during the
November election, California
voters passed Proposition 8,
which reverses the California
Supreme Court's decision to
legalize gay marriage. Religious
and conservative groups poured
millions of dollars into the campaign for Proposition 8, while
civil rights activists cried foul.
visit the couMAi-rsial issue of
gay marriage. Will the Supreme
The November results
were appealed, and today,
California will once again
S,..i GAY RIGHTS i

bit higher than the
national average..."
Usually, I'm not leaving work
until around I a.m. Our parking lot is mainly fenced in, hut
not completely, and it is quite
dark. As an added benefit,
there are an awful lot of creepy
noises there. You know the type
— the ones that make you run
to your car, clutching your keys
like some sort of weapon that
could defend you against a
crazy mob of sorts.
It's probably not that bad.
I'm just a big coward when it
comes to wandering around at
night. I take these news stories
to heart, and always have.
I 've been reading lately about
the disappearance of Tiffany
Chambers. Without asking
exactly why two drunk people

SeeWADSW0RTH|Page5

LETTER TO THE

See WONDER | Page 5

ight for gay rights still pushing
banning interracial marriage.
Their fight for love eventually
landed in history books when
the Supreme Court ruled that
banning their marriage violated
their basic rights given by the
14th Amendment.
Today, an estimated IB thousand people will have their marriages annulled unwillingly, and
nothing about the Loving decision can protect them.
Are thev anv less human?
No.

break-ins were a good

I try to make a healthy effort to
page through the news online
a few times a day. Sure, I'm not
as well informed as some, but
I try to have some clue about
what's going on.
I've always felt the news
intentionally tries to be a bit
dismal, but it seems to be even
worse lately. I could be wrong,
but I'd swear that in the past,
we used to only hear about a
local murder, rape or beating
once or twice a week. I'm seeing these things almost every
other day now.
By the way, when I say local, I
really mean Toledo, but it seems
these things have been spilling
over into Bowling Green, too.
Remember the recent "shotglass in the eye" saga, or the
stories surfacing lately about a
break-in near campus? What's
wrong with people?
1 work a night shift in Toledo.

to get involved on campus

By MarchaeGrair
U Win-

would be falling asleep in their
car in the middle of the night,
the story is rather horrifying.
Her body was recently found,
and authorities say they see no
foul play, but who could really
say? There seems to be a recent
increase in stabbings, as well.
I decided to try to find a
comparison between crime in
Toledo, and the national averages. On every Web site 1 went
to, Toledo's crime rates in everything from arson, rape, beatings and break-ins were a good
bit higher than the national
average — not comforting. It
begs a question, though. Why
are things like this here?
The Toledo Blade had an
interesting headline recently
that may offer some insight
into the situation. The unemployment rate in Toledo is
among the worst in Ohio, at
14.3 percent. Now, take a gander at the national average of
7.6 percent. Is there a possibility there is some of correlation
here?

"Toledo's crime rates in

s5

I would like to commend the
Bowling Green community for
theirapathy in regards to being
involved and knowledgeable
about the happenings of this
campus.
So many people choose
not to get involved, leaving
everyone who is involved no
choice but to remain in those
leadership positions. Luckily
for all those who are "too
cool for school," and won't get
involved; the people who care
enough to take those leadership positions are very good at
what they do.
Some say, "I care about what
goes (in at my campus and I
never heard anything about
the Stroh Center." That is
because you were too lazy to
pick up this wonderful newspaper and educate yourself
about it. Information is at your

fingertips; how do you think I
typed this article?
It is our responsibility as
students of this community
to educate ourselves and each
other so that we can voice our
concerns. Ever heard of USG
or RSA? So many acronyms;
maybe you should look them
up.
Now I don't know about you
but I'm definitely not going to
tell them my concerns about
Bowling Green, it's not like
we elect them to do their job
or anything. In fact 1 am not
going to tell anyone how I feel
about this place. I am just
going to hide my feelings and
then when the campus makes
another change, I am going to
complain that my voice wasn't
heard because I never said
anything to anyone.
So don't be a student leader.
You can't do anything. You
can't make change happen.
You can't get energy efficient
shuttle busses, a new conve-

nient laundry system on campus, educate people about
diversity, provide entertainment and prizes for the entire
campus, or create a new professor evaluation form so that
you. really know what to expect
from a professor.
If you do become a leader; you will probably just be
viewed as a "brown-noser"
anyways. Or you could just join
a Coalition instead of getting
involved, because then you're
not actually involved you are
just working to make a difference just like everyone else.
But don't you worry, no no.
Don't get involved. Go ahead
and stay sitting down. We will
continue to do it for you.
—Adam Kowalski,
President of the Resident
Student Association.
Res/mnd to Adam at
tlwnews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenews<s>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page
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WADSWORTH
From Page 4
Desperate limes lead lo
desperate measures for
some people. With more
people hungry and fearful of
becoming homeless, looking for any way to support
themselves or their families, it's no wonder the rates
of break-ins and robberies
have soared. Sometimes
these sorts of crimes go
wrong, and lead to murder.
Or, with tensions soaring at
home, violent crimes will
undoubtedly increase.
Of course, this leads to
yet another question. Why
are the unemployment
rates so high here? This is
where I get a little foggy.
I've been hearing ads on the

radio lately for a campaign
to .recall Toledo's mayor,
paired with some claims
he is making Toledo less
business friendly. Perhaps
Toledo is just a dying industrial city.
We need to work on revitalizing Toledo. If the violence and desperation in
Toledo is spilling over into
Bowling Green, helping out
Toledo could help us out,
too. If Toledo became a
great place to find jobs or a
great place to go for entertainment, and a friendlier
place in general, perhaps
we could attract more students here.

Respond to Andrea at
thenews@bgnews.coin

GAY RIGHTS
From Page 4
Court reverse the peoples vote? If
so, what will happen to the thousands of marriages that look place
when gay marriage was still legal in
the state?
1 am disgusted that people are
not more concerned with the outcome of this case. The fight for gay
rights is the great civil rights battle of
this generation, and any American
who believes in freedom should
not support the bigotry promoted
by denying any person marriage
rights.
It boggles me that groups can
deny a person the right to express
love to another person and cite
religious motives for their hateful
ways.
People who mask their prejudices beneath religious cloaks and

Las! Friday The Wall Street journal
reported: "President Obama is
attempting not merely to expand
the role of the federal government
but to put it in such a dominant
position that its power can never
be rolled back." This is in reference to his proposed budget for
2009 and 2010, which has soared
to nearly 28 percent of GDP to
more than $4 trillion dollars. The
only time in our country's history
that spending was higher was
duringWorldWarll.
OK, the economy is bad, but
not World War III spending bad.
Instead of fighting against Nazis
and fascism it seems we're fighting for nationalization and big
government.
I don't really know where
lo begin on this one. Most
Americans don't realize the implications of a nationalized financial
system, which is where we're rapidly headed (despite what Obama
and Ben Bernanke will tell you,
it's looking more and more like
Citibank and Bank of America
will be nationalized).
The fact is, the government
could have all kinds of fun owning
the largest banks; the Democrats
could extend their "affordable

housing policies" and make
mortgages available to everyone
(how we got in this mess in the
first place). Besides the housing
markets, the government could
easily get involved in education.
Obama says he wants to make
education "accessible and affordable to everyone who wishes
to go." A noble act, but should
everyone get to go to college for
free? How many of you reading this are paying for your own
schooling? How many have your
parents paying for school? I bet
on average those of you paying
your own way have a significantly
higher GPA than those whose
parents pay. This relationship has
been proven. It was researched
extensively during the 1970s and
found that people who paid their
own way had staked interest in
their success and thus had higher
GPAs,
If Obama wants to give everyone a chance for a free education, we'll have extremely crowded campuses and a much lower
caliber of students. Basically,
not everyone can go to college,
there still has to be people bagging groceries and pumping gas.
Otherwise our society couldn't
function.
So with a nationalized financial system, the government

conservative propaganda disgust
me.
Maybe some religions teach
inequality for some, but this i iati( 11
demands justice for all.
If you do not believe in gay marriage, don't force others to suiter
because of intolerance.
Courts and legislators set a dangerous precedent by writing hate
and discrimination into slate and
federal law. The li>unding Fathers
intended amendments to extend
individual freedoms, not restrict
them. I am glad laws about interracial marriage and school segregation did not rest in the hands of a
racist America
As long as policies such as
I'roposition 8 exist, every American
is a little less free. The values of
the majority are victimizing the
minority, and that's not a government I can defend.
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From Page 4

could continue to offer credit
to lower-income individuals,
finance "free" education for the
masses and what else? I would
imagine Washington would mandate its banks to give significantly
lower interest rates to companies
that use "green energy" or "buy
American," both of which aren't
absolutely the best option. I'll
illustrate with two examples:
Ball State University's newly
proposed geothermai energy
plant will cost S66 million and
will save $2 million a year, 66
divided by two equals 33 years to
pay itself off. You don't need to be
a finance major to figure that's a
pretty low return on investment.
That low return isn't even taking into account the opportunity
cost of that money (what else it
could be spent on), and the interest that could be earned on such
investments. Obama's administration is bound to finance and
encourage countless projects like
this all across the world, the end
result being that we can pat ourselves on the back for being so
environmentally friendly and try
to ignore our significantly lighter
wallets.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits I to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

University blocking lacebook
access. 1 had not yet heard of
why they would have motivation
to do such a thing, hut I saw it as
an opportunity to unleash some
stress and feel united alongside
my fellow oppressed college students.
Now, I look back on the event
and realize what a thoughtless and reasonless drone I had
been. We college kids really
need to reconsider the benefits
of Facebook if we're going to act
rowdy and irrational when we
are denied access to it.
Then again, what benefits
docs lacebook have in the first
place?
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STUDENTS TAKE A STAND ON STROH

TOP LEFT: Students hold s-gns in support of a referendum in the Union Free Speech
Zone yesterday afternoon. Most of the signs referenced students' dissapproval of their USG
senator's actions.
ABOVE: Seniors Corey Baum and Durrell Becton agreed that their views had been misrepresented by USG's decisions "l feel as though we haven't had a choice, we haven't had a vote.
We haven't even had a voke in what was going on." Becton said.
LEFT: Coalition member Joe Edens waits for students to be released from classes so he can
collecting more signatures on the petition for the referendum. The coalition had a goal of collection 1.000 signatures.

TOP: Alexander Brown adressess his concerns about the Stroh Center to USG President
John Waynick during the Rally. Waynick said there were some flaws m the Coalition's arguments but also said he was glad to see students taking action. 'I wouldn't want to represent a
student body that wasn't informed. I think they are informed and knowledgeable." Waynick
said
ABOVE: Joelle Ryan and Christopher Wager participate in the rally yesterday. Ryan said the
referendum on the Stroh Center was more than just a student issue. 'Although this mostly
affects undergraduate students, it really affects the entire campus and the entire community."
Ryan said. "The administration is making decisions that affect us without our consent."
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End of the line
FOOTBALL
Bengals find quick
fix for departed
Houshmandzadeh,
sign Coles.
After T.J. Houshmandzadeh

Record win streak
comes to end as
Falcons lose to Miami

left in free agency to play for
the Seattle Seahawks. the
Bengals receiving core took a
hit. Now they've sured things
up by signing Laverneous
Coles who left the New York
Jets last week.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The B6
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
Tonight well have a live blog
from the crucial men's basketball game in Miami, and
later in the week we'll have
coverage of the hockey team's
playoff series with Ohio State.
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1991—Reggie Miller begins
NBA record streak of 52 successful free throws in a row.
1981-Scott Hamilton
wins U.S. Figure Skating
Championship in Hartford.

The List
The World Baseball Classic
kicks of this afternoon. So
naturally, we're ranking our
top five choices for who will
eventually walk away as the
world's top team.

1. United States: They
are the logical pick. They have
the best players and easily
the most loaded lineup. It will

the season.
Individually,
Lauren
Prochaska (10 points) had
It wasn't a pretty start to the No. her worst outing against the
25 Falcons' time in the national RedHawks.
spotlight.
In her four career games
And the finish wasn't much against
the
RedHawks.
Prochaska has now scored 83
better either.
After posting their lowest first- points in her four career reguhalf point total of the season (14), lar season games against Miami
BG (25-3, 13-1 Mid-American (20.75 ppg).
Conference! still took a threelen Uhl led the team in
point lead into
rebounds
halftime, but "We just had a really, with 14, and
Miami (14-14, 6Pontiusledthe
team in points
9 MAC) found
really
difficult
night
their stroke in
with 11.
the second half,
In the end,
at
the
offensive
end.
downing the
though, none
Falcons 45-40.
of those stats
We couldn't get any were
enough.
With their
Whailooked
25-game winkind
of
rythm.
any
ning
streak
like it might
coming to an
have
been
kind
of
momentum."
enough was a
end, BG coach
Curt Miller said
Sarah Clapper
Curt Miller I Head Coach
the team had a
three-pointer
with 5:58 left
really difficult
offensive night.
in the second half that gave BG
"We just had a really, really a 33-32 lead.
difficult night at the offensive
Miller said the shot felt good
end," Miller said. "We couldn't at the time, but it may have led
get any kind of rhythm, any kind to more problems.
of momentum."
"I felt like the whole team felt
For the Falcons, their first-half relieved," Miller said. "I ihought
shooting output (6-of 34, 17.6 everybody relaxed for a second,
percent) was easily their worst hut when you relax you might
shooting performance for a half give up something at the defenin the conference season with sive end or rebounding."
On defense, the Falcons
the previous low coming against
Ball State (25 percent).
allowed the RedHawks to get
The team shot 17.8 percent in back in their rhythm during the
the first half when they opened second half as they shot 39.3 pertheir season at Temple.
cent, a big increase from their
Miller attributed the drought 17.9 first half percentage.
The loss stopped the Falcons
to Miami's strong zone defense.
"We thought we'd have more from tying the MAG record for
a mixture of man and zone, but longest winning streak which
when you start out of the gate was set by Central Michigan
shooting the way |we| did, it's during the 1983-84 season when
kind of an easy decision for them they woii 26 straight games en
to stay in zone and see if we can route to a perfect conference
make shots on the road," Miller season.
Additionally, Miller and
said.
The Falcons also struggled at Fantanarosa are now once again
the free-throw line, making just tied forfourthplaceon the MAC's
13-of-21 (61.9 percent). The team all-time wins list with 175.
BG will go into its final MAC
averages nearly 80 percent for
By Andrew Harncr
Sports Editor

ENOCH WU

DISAPPOINTMENT: Curt Millers leam could never get things going on the offensive end and scored a season low 40 points.

For BG, all good things must come to an end
By Andrew Harncr
Sports Editor

Everything so far this season
had fallen perfectly into place
for the No. 25 Falcons.
In what was supposed to be a
rebuilding year, the team reeled
off 25 straight wins and made
the national rankings in both
polls.
Records had fallen. Wins had
come in all sorts of different
ways. Losses were sparse.
But if the old saying goes "all
good things must come to an
end," then they must.
last night was the end for BG
as they lost their first game since
last November's 45-40 to Miami,
ending a school-record 25-game
winning streak.

The loss wasn't necessarily unexpected as the team had
been playing sloppy basketball
for the past several weeks, nearly
losing to Kent State last weekend
and to Buffalo the Wednesday
before.
Having a young squad, coach
Curl Miller said he didn't feel his
team knew their play was starting to dwindle.
"We've seen this, as a coaching
staff, brewing for three weeks,"
Miller said. "I'm the only one
that had a sense of urgency that
we're not playing very well. If
we weren't going to keep learning through wins, hopefully this
loss will shake things up."
And there's a good chance that
it might.
Miller additionally said his

team isn't necessarily a good
practice team, but he now has
something he can use to motivate the team to push themselves.
He will also be relying on
his team captains to teach the
younger players thai all is not
lost and they need to keep working hard.
Knowing his team had a
chance to do something special
made this loss disappointing for
Miller, but he wouldn't say this
loss was necessarily good for the
team.
"There's no good losses," Miller
said. "They had a chance to do
something very, very special."
See LOSS | Page 8

once again be a case of "will
they mesh" though.

en could clinch MAC
Championship tonight

2. Japan: Ichiro Suzuki
led the team to the championship four years ago, and
could very well do it again.
Ichiro better enjoy it now.

Assistant Sports Editor

he's still playing right field
for the Seattle Mariners, and
that's nothing to smile about
right now.
3. Cuba: Cuba surprised
everyone four years ago. This
time around, they won't have
the element of surprise on
their side, but they'll still be
one of the top teams in the
WBC. and they'll have Fidel
Castro rooting them on.

4. Dominican
Republic: Any team with
Alex Rodriguez on it has a
chance to win. That being
said, if an injured hip keeps
him out, D.R. doesn't stand
much of a chance. But assuming A-Rod and David Ortiz
are there, the D.R. should be
just fine.
5. Mexico: They gave the
U.S. fits four years ago. This
year expect them to give the
entire tournament field fits.
By most estimates, they're the
dark horse to win the WBC.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS 1 THE BG NEWS

SO CLOSE: Senior guard Dairyl Clements is nearmg the end of his career, but could reach his biggest accomplishment tonight

I

postseason birth.
The Falcons will once againnced a big performance from
"We've said all season that the Nate Miller.
Miller has been scoring in
next game is that biggest game."
men's basketball head coach bunches as of late, hitting huge
Louis Orr said.
shots whenever the team has
Orr has indeed been saying needed them. But perhaps his
that same thing all season long, most important contributions
but tonight when his team trav- have been down low.
els south for a meeting with
When Chris Knight went
the Miami Redhawks, it will be down with an inured ankle in
the first minute of the teams
more true then ever.
BG, 17-11 (10-4Mid-American recent win over Buffalo, many
Conference), will enter the thought the Falcons would sufgame in a first place tie with fer badly on the boards.
In their first game without
the Buffalo Bulls.
Miami, 16-11 (9-5 MAC), will Knight, the team was pushed
enter the game still very much around and beaten by lowly
in contention for a first round Canisius.
by in the MAC Tournament
Since then however, Miller
themselves.
has established himself as
Some of the night's most a rebounding force, and curimportant action will be taking rently leads the team in that
place at another game, the one category.
being played in Kent State.
"I try to gel down there and
If the Golden Flashes can pull fight," Miller said.
off a win in their game, and BG
Fighting is something the
can beat Miami, the Falcons Falcons have been doing all
will be regular season MAC season. They've been down at
Champions for the first time in several times and hits numernine years.
ous lows, but each time have
"I thank god, I'm etreme- managed to climb out of the
ly happy for everything they holes they've planted themaccomplish," Orr said.
selves in.
In one of the most improbaNow BG is a win and a Kent
ble runs in recent memory, the State victory away from being
Falcons have gone from being conference champions.
a team that could be called
The championship is theirs
mediocre at best, to a team that for the taking, now it's up to
is on the brink of clinchirjg a them 10 reach out and grab it.
By Jason Jonas

cause when the WBC ends,
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gone, Miller said his team should through Ohio on Saturday and
be able to focus better.
regain their momentum, some"All the prcssure'soff of us now," thing Miller thinks his team is
From Page 7
Miller said. "We have to win the capable of doing.
"We can get back to the drawAnd while Miller may not say it |M id-American Conferencel
ing board," Miller said. "The
this loss may have been what the Tournament."
If the Falcons don't win the thing that's good is that OU's
doctor ordered for the Falcons.
The young B(i squad, which MAC Tournament, there is vir- been talking about us for over a
has jusi one senior, had gone to tually no chance of them get- month in how badly they wanted
overtime in three of their last ting an at-large bid to the NCAA to play us."
"It will be very similar to a MAC
eight games, and was begin- Tournament, and they will have
ning tn feel the pressure of the to settle for the WNIT for the sec- Tournament game," he added.
national spotlight and came into ond straight year despite win- "That's what I like. The setting
a tough road environment.
ning the regular season cham- will be very intense."
So while the streak's over, the
All that pressure probably got pionship.
10 the team, but now that it's
To get there. B(i needs to go Falcons still have a lot to fight for.

LOSS

Ramirez will remain with Dodgers
By Tim Dahlbcrg
The Associated Press

I n I he end, gas was down and so
was Manny.
There's no other way to look
at it. though surely Scott Boras
will spin it for ail he's got And,
really, considering thousands
of job seekers lined up in desperation at Dodger Stadium last
week for a shot at minimumwage jobs, Manny Ramirez
should be happy with what he
could get.
But super agent Boras set
himself up for a fall, and fall he
must, lie told the Dodgers he
wi in Id wait for serious offers last
December when they first proposed paying the slugger $45
million over two years.
Try coming back with four
years in the S100 million range,
Boras suggested. And don't forget the player option for a fifth
year.
They were nice, round numbers, except for one thing:
Xoboelv else was bidding.
Not the Yankees. Not the
Giants. Certainly not the Red
Sox.
The best right-handed slugger of his time was on the auction block, and nobody seemed
to care. Too much baggage and

not nearly enough reward for
the risk as times had changed
since Ramirez had said "gas is
up and so am I."
Then the Dodgers still wanted him and, rubes that they are,
surely would end up bidding
against themselves in a mad
frenzy to get his bat Into the
lineup when spring training
started in earnest.
But Boras had burned Dodger
owner I rank McCourt one time
too many. McCourt is the one
who will spend the next six
years paying off the S36.2 million contract the agent conned
them into with Antlruw (ones,
and the thought of spending all
that money for just three home
runs had to irritate McCourt
every time he picked up the
phone to find Boras on the
other end.
When negotiations reached
another impasse a few days ago,
McCourt could barely conceal
his contempt toward Boras as
he declared that the talks would
now begin from square one. Co
ahead, he dared the agent, take
that so-called offer from the
Giants that so-called sources
had passed along as fact.
"When his agent finds those
'serious offers' from other clubs,
we'll be happy to restart the

negotiations,' McCourt said.
Cooler heads finally prevailed, and Ramirez ended up
with essentially the same contract the Dodgers first offered
him. complete with deferred
money that could be worth
even less if inflation picks up. It
makes him the second-highest
paid player in baseball for one
year and gives him an incentive
to play well by allowing him an
out after this season.
But Ramirez had to put on
a public relations blitz of sorts
to even get that. He needed it.
with McCourt still leery and
55 percent of those voting in
an unscientific online poll in
the Los Angeles Times saying
the Dodgers should just forget
about Ramirez and move on.
He called the Times on
Tuesday to assure the newspaper and the Dodgers that he
would play hard no matter how
much money he got. Then he
flew to l.os Angeles and went to
McCourt's home in Malibu to
tell him the same thing.
Instead of being pursued,
now he was doing the pursuing.
The S45 million that Boras dismissed as not even worthy of a
starting offer just three months
ago suddenly looked mighty
good.
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Warner headed back to the desert, Cardinals
By Bob B.ium
The Associated Press

PHOENIX — Kurt Warner is
staying with the Arizona
Cardinals, agreeing to a twoyear, $23 million contract and
ready to play after a season in
which he led his team to the
Super Bowl.
"I'm excited about building
tm what we started last year,
the last couple of years," the
37-year-old quarterback said at
a news conference Wednesday.
"I'm looking forward to getting
back to football. I'm glad this
is ovet with, but I'm extremely
excited to be a Cardinal."
Warner made a highly publicized visit to the San Francisco
49ers on Monday but had made
clear he wanted to remain in
Arizona, where he was the
catalyst of the team's improbable run to the title game. The
Cardinals have an offense tailored to Warner's skills with
two of the game's top wide
receivers in Larry Fitzgerald
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Warner agreed to a deal
includes a $15 million signing
bonus. The agreement came
after he lowered his demands
Tuesday. Initially, he had
sought to be among t he top five
paid quarterbacks in the NFL,
about SI4.5 million a year. But
on Tuesday, he told agent Mark
Bartelstein to offer Arizona a

Bengals replace Houshmandzadeh with Coles
By Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — All the
Cincinnati Bengals needed was
one day to replace their top
receiver.
The Bengals agreed to a fouryeardealwithformerletsreceiver
Laveranues Coles on Wednesday,
aday afterTJ. I loushniandzadeh
left lor Seat t le as a free agent a nd
suggested that Cincinnati wasn't
sine ere about trying to keep him
around.
Coles got the opposite impression,
"The Bengals were very aggressive right from thestart in talking
to us," Coles said, in a statement
released by the team. "And when
a team makes you feel really
Wanted, that's a factor you're not
going to ignore. They said. 'Let's
get this worked out,' and we did."
The lets let the 31-year-old
receiver leave as a free agent
last week, restructuring his
contract to make it easier. Coles
had another year left on his deal,
but wanted a multiyear extension. As part of a compromise,
he became an unrestricted free
agent and the team didn't have
to pay $6 million that was guaranteed him this season.
ESPN reported that the deal
with Cincinnati was worth S28
million, another indication of

how badly the Bengals wanted Houshmandzadeh said in
him. Coles also visited Buffalo Seattle. "They wanted me, but at
their convenience."
last week.
His departure left Chad Ocho
"Cleariy, Laveranues gives our
passing game another proven Cinco and Chris Henry as the
weapon," coach Marvin Lewis two most experienced receivers.
said. "He's been durable and The Bengals quickly focused on
reliable, with high production in Coles, who caught 70 passes for
catches, yards, yards-per-catch 850 yards last season and led
and touchdowns. He's also a the team with seven touchdown
passionate player, a guy who will catches. He's replacing one of
bring a very positive chemistry the NFLs most reliable receivers
— Houshmandzadeh had 112
to our locker room."
In the past two days, the catches in 2007 and 92 last year,
Bengals shored up two glar- even though Carson Palmer was
ing needs. They re-signed run- sidelined for most of the seaning back Cedric Benson to a son by an injury to his passing
two-year deal on Tuesday, when elbow.
Palmer has recovered from the
Houshmandzadeh was being
introduced in Seattle. The two of partially torn ligament and tenthem were the only bright spots don in the elbow and is expected
last season in an offense that to be back to full strength. Coles'
career high is 91 catches in a
finished last in the league.
The Bengals could have season.
"I'm coming off a pretty good
used their franchise tag on
Houshmandzadeh, who said year, but I know I can do better,"
repeatedly last season that he he said. "Anytime you come into
was willing to stay if he got a a situation with a quarterback
long-term deal. By using the tag like Carson Palmer, you're going
on kicker Shayne Graham, the to think you can bump up those
Bengals opened the way for him numbers a little more."
He'll be teamed with Ocho
to leave as an unrestricted free
Cinco, who has two years left on
agent.
Houshmandzadeh visited his contract and has unsuccessMinnesota and Seattle, and also fully lobbied for a trade. Ocho
got a multiyear offer from the Cinco threatened to sit out last
season, then relented after he
Bengals.
"If
Cincinnati
wanted, realized the Bengals were going
they could have had me," to keep him.
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JUST KIDDING: Warner teased by
visiting the San Francisco 49ers. then
resigned with Arizona the new day.

two-year, $23 million deal. The
Cardinals initially had offered
two years and $20 million.
Warner has been with the
Cardinals for four seasons but
had to win the starting job
from Matt Leinart in training
camp a year ago. He went on
to have a Pro Bowl season that
rivaled his league MVP days
with the St. Louis Rams.
He started all 20 games
for Arizona last season. In 16
regular-season games. Warner
completed 67 percent of his
throws for 4,583 yards and 30
touchdowns, with 14 interceptions.
In four playoff games, he
was even better, completing 68
percent of his passes for 1,147
yards and 11 touchdowns, with
three interceptions.
But for one extremely costly interception, he was brilliant in Arizona's 27-23 loss to
Pittsburgh in the Super Bowl,
completing 31 of 43 passes for
377 yards and three touchdowns.

*-<■—■*

SLAM DUNK SAVING!
fl
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Tltl (Mart M>
SUM***
MS MM St
1988 N TAJIK*

4198611!
419-8117'
419 3S2S7S8I
800-498 80091

Student Housing

meccabg.com

VIS" US ON THl ml« tK.flr.m.n CD*

Watch for the BG News

NCAA Tournament Pick em Contest
Fill out the brackets in the BG News and

WIN!
PAPAlfate Booki^fe
5 FREE 1 topping pizzas

BGSU sweatshirt

(2 winners)

(2 winners)

(2 winners)

($64.95 Value Each)

($40.00 Value Each)

($39.00 Value Each)

HEINZ APTS
MARCH
$500 DEPOSIT!
FREE INTERNET!
ONLY S900/M0 + UTILITIES!

3 foot party sub

Register now Online at www.bgviews.com for your chance to win the

GAME OF THE CENTURY!

DELUXE 3 BEDROOM, A/C
APTS
608 AND 818 N. ENTERPRISE
424 AND 451 FRAZEE AVE.
352-0717

445 E. W00STER

GREENBRIAR, INC.
GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM
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Dude if
f

we lived at
Copper Beech...

•*

...we wouldn't have to worry
about a ride!

Shuttle service to bars
on Friday and Saturday nights.
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
in each bedroom

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price
> 4 bedroom townhomes
starting as low as
$299 per person
> and so much more...

> Available furnished
or unfurnished
> Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit
> Full-size dishwasher
in each unit

iii i m

< ;*
&*£

T O W N H O M E
COMMUNITIES, LLP
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes.com

NATION
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Victim
of chimp
attack still
in hospital
By John Christof f«rs«n

npwoTO

The Associated Press

B ATMOBILE': Workers Bradley Hever and Raul Martinez Mark outfit a vehicle with

CHARLES DHAMPAK I AP PHOTO
WORKING TOGETHER: President Barak Obatna meets JPMorqan Chief Executive Jamie Dimon. second right, in the East Room or
the White House m Washington. Friday. Feb. 13.2009.

Homeowners being
offered mortgage options
ByAlanZibel

" This [plan] is not

The Associated Press

for a house they
Intended to help 9 million strug- couldn't afford under
gling homeowners avoid forecloany circumstance."
siitv. but it leaves out tens ol
WASHINGTON — The Obarna
administration's housing plan is

thousands Of borrowers in the
KODC't GiDD!
most battered housing markets who won't qualify because cities such as Detroit and (irand
their homes have lost too much Rapids. Mich. Even houses in the
outlying suburbs of the nation's
value.
The $75 billion program capital, where the economy is
detailed yesterday offers refi- relatively healthy, have dropped
nanced mortgages or modified substantially in value.
For a homeowner who borloans with lower monthly payments. Yet its refinancing plan is rowed $380,000 and now has
limited to borrowers who owe a house worth S270.000, "1 just
up to 5 percent more than their don't know what you do with
home's current value. Loan mod- that." said lared Martin, a mortifications are unlikely for set erel\ gage broker in Hrthesda. Md.
Government officials acknowl"underwater" borrowers.
In the California cities of edge that the initiatives are only a
Stockton, Modesto and Merced, partial fix for a sweeping probmore than one out of every lem that has helped plunge the
10 homeowners with a mort- U.S. economy into the worst
gage won't qualify for any help recession in decades.
This is not going to save every
because they owe more than 50
percent more than their house's person's home," said Robert
current value, according to data Gibbs, theWhitc I louse press secfrom real-estate Web site Zillow. retary. "The plan is not intended
to ... augment somebody's loan
com.
The plan doesn't help hom- for a house that they couldn't
eowners in states "that are at the afford under any economic situepicenter of the housing deba- ation, good or bad."
Of the nearly 52 million U.S.
cle." said Greg McBride, a senior
financial analyst at liankrate. homeowners with a mortgage,
almost 14 million, or nearly
com.
The ineligible households 27 percent, owe more on their
are concentrated in California, mortgage than their house is
Florida, Nevada and Arizona, but now worth, according to Moody s
can also be found in stniggling Economy.com, Nearly half of

all borrowers in Nevada were
"under water" on their home
loans as of December, according
to First American CoreLogic.
In troubled Stockton, nearly
one in five borrowers owe more
than 50 percent above what their
home is now worth, making it
unlikely that they will qualify for
any aid.
Though banks such as
ll'Morgan Chase and Wells Fargo
& Co. issued statements praising
the plan, there was also skepticism that banks would be willing
to participate.
"I've just seen so many of the
programs not work," said Pava
Leyrer, president of Heritage
National Mortgage in RandviUe,
Mich. "It gels bonowers' hopes
up. They call and call for these
programs and we can't get anyIxxiy to do them."
The program has two parts:
one to work with lenders to
modify the loan tenns for up to
4 million homeowners, the second to refinance up to 5 million
homeowners into more affordable fixed-rate loans.
For the modification program,
which runs through 2012, borrowers who are eligible will have
to provide their most recent tax
return and two pay stubs, as well
as an "affidavit of financial hardship" to qualify.
Borrowers are only allowed to
have their loans modified once,
and the program applies for
loans made on Ian. 1, 2009, or
earlier.

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

BG News Editor
Summer 2009

NEW HAVEN, Conn. — A
Connecticut woman mauled by
a chimpanzee two weeks ago
lost her hands, nose, lips and
eyelids and may be blind and
suffering brain damage, and
hospital officials say it's still
unclear if her condition can
improve at all.
The Cleveland Clinic, revealing the specific injuries yesterday for the first time, told The
Associated Press in a statement
that 55-year-old Charla Nash
also lost the bone structure in
her face when she was attacked
on Feb. 16 in Stamford, Conn.
Her wounds have been stabilized, but "critical issues still
remain related to a significant
traumatic brain injury and injuries to her eyes that threaten
her vision," the hospital said.
Neurosurgeons and ophthalmologists are working to evaluate and manage her injuries, but
"the full extent of these injuries
and her potential for recovery,
if any, remain unclear at this
time," the hospital said.

CENTER
From Page 1
Cox said. "If the Bursar releases a hold, a student can just walk
to the nearest computer and
register."
And Fuller said all MyBGSU
services will be available 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
In addition to streamlining
information transfer between
departments, the BG@100 project is also trying to make information more easily accessible to
students and faculty.
While students in the pas!
have had to download a pdf
document to find out when their
registration time was available,
now that information will be
available online as part of the
new Student Services Center.
"We push the data right to
|students|; no longer do they
need to work the grid to try and
figure out where they fit in," Cox
said.
With the BG^lOO project
nearing its anticipated completion date, Fuller said the program is moving into the final
stage: implementation.
"The first phase of the project
was the Human Resources, then
the financial, then the student,"
she said.
Cox said the BG01OO program asked students to test the
new registration system before
launching. Feedback has been
good, he said.
"So far we've had over 2,700
students register for summer
using the new system," Cox said.
"The response has been very
positive."

BG News Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Key magazine Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

armor at the Texas Armoring Corp. in San Antonio. Thursday. Feb. 26.2009.

Violence in Mexico, leads
to increase in armored cars
By Michelle Robert!
The Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO — The drug
violence in Mexico has gotten
so bad that booming numbers
of Mexican and American professionals are having their cars
fitted with armor plates, bulletproof glass and lames Bondstyle gadgets such as electrified
door handles andipush-button
smokescreens.
Until recently, it was mostly
movie stars, business moguls
and politicians who took such
precautions. But now, industry officials say, the customers
include factory owners, doctors,
newspaper publishers and others who haw business on both
sides of the border and fear killings, kidnappings and carjackings by drug dealers or people in
their debt.
The customers "don't have to
be very big," said Mark Burton.
CEO of International Armoring
Corp. of Ogden, Utah. "This
becomes almost a necessity."
One San Antonio company said it expects a 50 percent
increase in business this year.
The modifications typically
cost $80,000 to $ 100,000, and they
are being done not just on limousines, but on Toyotas. Hondas,
pickup trucks and SUVs.
" I feel we need to be in a cocoon
Freshman
Abdulaziz
Alqahtani thought the updates
were for the better.
" |The Student Services Center]
is good," he said. "New things
are always better than old and
people here like to change."
However some students
weren't so keen on the February
changes to the Student Services
Center on the MyBGSU web portal.
Joshua Sengstock, a junior,
said he noticed the changes but
didn't feel they were very helpful.
"I wouldn't say that the changes have been horrible, but I'd say
|the MyBGSU web portall is still
difficult to navigate," he said. "I
was just glad that I could still get
to where I knew."
Senior Katie Hoskinson said
she doesn't use MyBGSU very
often, but wasn't impressed by
the new interface.
T guess they probably changed
it so it could be more helpful,"
she said. "But I think it's kind

"I feel we need to be
in a cocoon that is
impenetrable."
Anonymous | Businessman
that is impenetrable," said a businessman who runs factories in
Texas and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico,
and has gotten two Chevrolet
Suburbans armored since
October 2007.1 le spoke on condition of anonymity, saying he
fears for his family's safety after
one of his sons was the victim of
a kidnapping attempt.'
The war between Mexican
authorities and the country's
cocaine, marijuana and methamphetamine cartels has killed
1,000 people so far this year. Last
year, Juarez alone had more than
1,100 slayings. The cartels have
killed police, military officers and
civilians from Cancun to Tijuana
as they battle for control of dnigtrafficking corridors.
Customers get not only armor
plating but tires that will run
when flat and bulletproof glass,
which bursts into a spider web
pattern but won't break, even
when shot with an AR-15 assault
rifle, a weapon of choice among
drug smugglers.
of convoluted and there's a million words everywhere. 1 know
how to get to the one thing I
need to get to and that's about it.
Everything else is kind of superfluous."
In anticipation of any problems students may have with
the Student Service Center,
the BGv?100 project elected to
include the question marks to
the left of each function which,
if clicked, provide a step-bystep tutorial on how to use each
function.
"The students can preview t he
tutorials so they don't have to
just jump in," Cox said.
Although now nearing completion, the system change was
a monumental task. To sucessfully change over to PeopleSoft,
the BG@100 project had to convert data from the old systems
into the PeopleSoft system. The
records of over 250,000 students
and five million people enrolled
since 1940 were converted.
"|The conversion! was incredibly huge, and it took the work
of this whole project office and
about half the campus to complete it," Cox said.
He said PeopleSoft will be
fully implemented by July.
Should students have any
questions or concerns, the
BG@100 project provides a free
hotline to help students with the
new process. The number is 419-

The Obsidian Editor
CHILL OUT!

2009-2010 Academic Year

COOL DEALS!
$99- Deposit!"

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
Applications due: 5pm Friday, March 20 in 204 West Hall.
Interviews will be Friday, March 27.

FREE HEAT!
Pet & People Friendly!
NEW! Now Open
SATURDAYS 10-3
Monday - Friday 10-6

LJWMi

*.V.-.l:tr»t=4;.t.i
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

(419)353-7715
'caruin cononxxis app<y

Newlove Rentals
•317 Manville Ave

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

i One Bedroom & Efficiancy
Close to Campus
Quiet Living
5
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AWARDS
From Paqe 1

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

"This is the biggest
award Panhel has
won since I've been
here."
Karri Moore | Coordinator
in bits and pieces," she said. "I
spent pretty much from Dec.
26 'til Jan. 4 doing them nonstop."
Bainter said members of the
executive board and staff
members in Ihe Office of Greek
Affairs also put a lot of time
into the application process.
Events documented in the
binders ranged from a risk
management workshop and
Greek Week activities, to clothing and food drives and a
"Breakfast of Champions" held
during finals week, Bainter
said.
Karri Moore, coordinator of
Greek Affairs, has advised the
Panhellenic Council for four
years.
"This is the biggest award
Panhel has won since I've been
here," she said. "Every year
we've applied, we've at least
been finalists in the past four
years. This year [2008] we took
home the prize."
Jaqueline Mattmuller, a junior
and 2009 Panhellenic Council
president, could hardly believe
it when the University's council was announced as the winner of the Sutherland Award.
"It was such a shock," she said.
"We're in a really competitive
division for our campus ... I
kind of had some expectations
that the other school was going
to win."
Despite
her
surprise,
Mattmuller was thrilled to
accept the award.
"It was such a great honor
to represent our Panhellenic
community from Bowling
Green and stand up there and
receive the award," she said. "It
was really phenomenal."
Bainter received word of the
award through a text message
from Moore.
"I was so excited," Bainter said.
"I think that it really stands for
the work that women put into
our council here. ... 1 really
feel like it stood for what our
community stands for... giving women something to take
with them after college."

Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?
It's easy! Advertise
with The BG News today
and get the word out!

Vr it 204 West Hall or
will 419-372-2605 to
>3k with a sales

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will tint knowingly
arn-pi ,i(lver(iwmen(s ihal discriminate, or encourage discdminaiion
.iftiinsi iiny individual or group on
die basis of race, sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, statu* as a u*teran, or on the basis of any other
leg.iIK pmlt't Ird si.mis

Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Thursday, March 19, 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Services Offered
Roe Automotive and
Transmission Repair, best rate.
quality ASE cert, repair, student
discounts avail Call 419-601 -2478

Personals
To our customers please be advised.
DIBENEDETTOS at 1432 E Wooster
is relocating to 121 S Main Street.
Our last official day at our old
location is March 14. Watch for our
Grand Reopening!

Wanted
Frickers learn seeking
Competitive Mens Softball Players.
Sun. nights. Pacesetter Park,
Sylvania. OH
Call Bob Miller at 419-474-1733

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
42 participants wanted to join BG
Weight Loss Challangei 12 week
nutritional program, tree prizes.
Cash $$ awarded to winners!
Call to pre-register at 419-601-5179.
Earn extra $, students needed ASAP
Earn up to St50 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
Perrysburg Insurance Agency
seeks book keeper to process payroll, pay bills, reconcile bank & commission statements. Approx. 1 day
per week, $10/hr, e-mail resume to:
pmjobs ©hotmail.com
Responsible person to babysit in
Perrysburg home. 4-7pm weekdays
& some weekends w/ more hours
during summer Must have drivers
license & car Call 419-931-4319.

f
1BR efficiency apt. $375/mo,
& 1 room apt, $290/mo
Avail 5/15. call 419-601 -3225

i IH4

2 roommates needed. 3 BR 2 bath
house near campus. S385/mo incl.
util. cable & internet. 419-419-9029.
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2009-2010
3 BR. 2BR & 1 BR avail
Call 419-354-9740
3 BR apt for rent, recently updated,
small pets ok 619 High St, BG.
HURRY! Special - $625/mo.
Call 419-308-3525

I■J-"

3 BR units. 1/yr lease, avail May 09.
4th S 5th St
2 BR apts. 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09. 4th St. Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110
426 E Wooster, Large 3 BR apl.
great location! Avail. Fall 2009
S950/mo. util incl. call 419-352-5882
426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009. $475/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
Avail now. newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR, each w/ priv bath & entrance.
Close to campus, $l075/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981
Avail. August 2009. 3 BR houses.
218 Dill, A/C. W/D, DAfV -SlOOO/mo.
220 Dill. W/D hookup. A/C and
dishwasher- S725/mo
606 5th St W/D, A/C - $900/mo
219 N. Enterprise - $1400/mo.
112 Clay St. -$750/mo.
227 E Reed, W/D, A/C, D/W -S900
Call 419-308-2458

I

ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
31
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

37
38

Org. of Toms and Tiger
Weapon of mass destruction
Plus feature
Rower's requirement
Stan's slapstick partner
Keep an eye on
Adam's partner
Animal dens
Honolulu creeling
Start ol a quip
Postures
Commotion
John _ Passos
Incited
Freshen up
Was mistaken
Gibbon, e.g.
Frosted
Part 2 of quip
Rotation line
Bikini piece
Hay units

BG Apts -818/822 2nd St
2BR. C/A. D/W,
S500-$510/mo ♦ gas 8. electric,
Smith Apt Rentals
www bgapartments com
419-352-8917
Cozy S quiet 1 BR w/ lots of
windows, like new!
$450/mo ♦ elec. call 419-654-5716.

Available May 16, 2009
422 Clouah St - Two bedrooms S470 00
per month plus utilities. Deposit $470.00.
Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars Lease 5/16709
-5*10

710 Elm SI- Three bedrooms $760 00
per month plus utilities Deposil $760 00
Has a washer and dryer Limit 3 people
Limit3cars Lease5/16/09-5/8/10

221 S. College Dr- Three bedrooms.
$816 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$816 00 Tenants mow lawn Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16V09 - 5/8/10.

710 1)2 Elm SI- Three bedrooms. 2
balhs $740 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740 00 Has a washer and
dryer Limit 3 people. Limil 3 cars Lease
5/16/09-5/6710

710 Eighth 31- Three bedrooms. 2 baths.
$960 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$960 00 Air conditioned, washer and dryer
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709
-5/8/10
A-frame houses $575 00 per month plus
utilities Deposil $575 00 Limit 3 people
LimH 3 cars Lease 5/16/09 • 5/8/10
517H. Summit- Three bedrooms, 2car
garage $1,050.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $1 05000 Tenants mow lawn
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16/09
-5/8/10

Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts. for 2009-2010.
Great locations/low sec. dep.
Call 419-354-6036, 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Subleasers up to 2 people,
214 S. Enterprise, $290/mo.
May - Aug, call 419-236-4642
Subleasers wanted: Now thru Aug,
4 room apt, will give S100 upon
signing (flex). Call 419-308-2192.

HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle.
1/2 blck from campus, near windmill,
4 BR. 2 bath, S990/mo, good cond.
August 2009 Leases
227 S. College. 3 BR, 1 bath,
$975/mo, good condition
129B S College, 1/2 block tram
campus, 1 BR, 1 bath, $375/mo.
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www.troboserentals.com

432 S Cfm »A ■ Three bedrooms
$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Has
washer and dryer Lease 8/20A19 - 8/7/10

LG 2 BR modern townhouse,
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings,
new kitchen & bath, garage, A/C,
S650/mo. call 419-352-1104

Take your pick, multpiple locations,
avail. Aug. 1BR -$400/mo.
3BR -$800/mo, 5BR -$1250/mo
zoned for 5. 6BR -$16O0/mo zoned
for 6. Security dep specials.
Call 419-353-0326 for details.
Very nice 3BR house w/ W/D & D/W.
max 3 people, service pets accepted
$675/mo ♦ util. call 419-601-0781.

Preferred
Properties Co.

t^. One bedroom.
$480 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$480 00 Limt 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease
8/20/09 - 8/7/10

www preferredpropertiesco.com

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. (across lion Tjco Belli
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709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowlinggreen-apts.com

2 BR house with A/C & W/D
404 S College $600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

*IVYW00DAPTS.t
•& 1 Bdrms./Studios #
* Winter Special: I*
*
Reduced Rent
afc Near BGSU. private
C, patio/entrance, extra Tl
W storage, pets welcome *
* short-term leases avail. -*
* No Securit) Deposit *
>i if YOU mo\ ie in before «.
3/31/09.*

* 419-352-7691 i no$'
•jji.

Restrictions Appl)"

••.

Jr

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

2 Bedroom Townhouses

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

f

leal

Ridge Manor Apartments

l have tmny apartments n iiii.Hi. Stop In the Rent* Office fora brochure
r vlilt our wtt>6lt«.for Imfornutlon:)

48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Rub over
Moderates
Change dimensions
Loading device
Summer or Shalala
Disney World attraction
Take care of
Move as a throng
Little pranksters
Samoan currency
Persia, now
6/6/44
Alleviate

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

IMIBMllWlllt- One bedroom upper
unit. $395.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $395 00 Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars Lease 5/16709 • 5/8/10.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

40
41
43
44
46
47

NO MORE
SPACE HEATERS!
g

ISOWanvllle- Two bedrooms, lower
unit $740.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740 00 Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars Lease 5/16/09 -5/8/10.

256_S..CvlUMilL Two bedrooms
$750.00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$750 00. Limit 4 people Limn 4 cars.
Lease 8/20/09-8/7/10.

Alternative to treat?
Diana Ross's group
Zodiac lion
Psychic power
Least illuminated
End of quip
Madame Curie
Italian poet
Corporate VIP
Public square
"Lou Grant" star
Of the ear
More rational
Decade segments
Highest level

Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit SI,
2*BR. A/C. garage. W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036

148 1)2 Minvlllt - One bedroom, upper
unit $395 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2
cars Lease 5/16/09 -5/8710

Available August 20, 2009

Verses
French peasant dance
Game site
Wow!
Cutting edges
Potpourris
Soggy ground
Porgy's girlfriend
Bestowed upon
Oater bar
Pack away, as cargo
Rebounding yodel
Companson conjunction
Brought to a close
" People Play"
Lets loose
Minerals in the raw
Judd Hirsch sitcom
Legendary
Escntoire
Barbecue fare
Light tan
Type of tide
Contemporary of
Agatha
Florida bay
Bakery emanation

2 BR duplex, private parking S patio
836 Scott Hamilton Clean & quiet
Avail 5/1/09. $560/mo ♦ util.
Call (419) 352-1104

For Rent

Find A Place To Call Home

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

41
42
44
45
46
50
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

MMHM...TOASTY!

Basement Apt.. Near Campus
$350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

itive today.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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3 BR apt. 443B N Enterprise- S550.
1 BRapt. 1112 Ridge-$350.
443 N. Enterprise efficiency- $250.
Call 419-308-2458

For Rent

12 month leases starting May 2009,
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, S945 ♦ util.
837 3rd - 3 BH duplex, $900 ♦ util.
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
$700/mo ♦ utilities,
420 S. College - 3BR house
$750/mo + utilities,
415 E. Court A- 1BR triplex
$340/mo + utilltes.
322 E. Court *6 -1BR. $460 incl. util,
Smith Apt. Rentals
www bgapartments.com
419-352-8917

|H

1n

1 BR apt close to campus,
$395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Avail now - Aug. call 419-708-9981

Quiznos

brought to you by

1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished

Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace Apartments
ate dedicated to providing YOU with
the best affordable housing in the area!

Here are just a few other things
we have to offer YOU:
i

2 PERSON SPECIAL

Starting at $57Q/r
+ gas and electric

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

r

3 Laundromats • Air Conditioned • Plenty of Parking
l & 2 Bedroom Apts. • Private Resident Shuttle
2 Swimming Pools • 24 Hour Emergency maintenance
High Speed Internet Included • Minutes trom BGSU
Gas Included (Heat. Hot Water and Cooking)

RENTAL OFFICE
400 E. Napoleon Rd. I 419.352.9135 I www.winthropterrace.com
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THE 14 STAND-OUT GAMES OF THE SEASON SKff^KffiS&S?
ADVOCATE
BECAUSE NOT
EVERY PART OF
THE SEASON WAS
HEAVENLY

976

BG has been
outrebounded
by its opponents
1010-960

6

Nov. 19,2008
Valparaiso 69, BG 58

Nov. 22,2008
BG 71, Lipscomb 52

WHAT HAPPENED: The
Falcons drop their second
straight game to open the
season, losing to Valparaiso,
who went 10-for-19 from three
point range.

WHAT HAPPENED: After
honoring the 2007-08 MAC
champions. BG was led by Niki
McCoy's 20 points in their first
win of the season

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

15Pts

Nov. 25,2008
BG 98, Saint Francis
(Pa.) 74
WHAT HAPPENED: In
their best offensive output
thus far. BG shot 58 percent
from the field and soundly
beat the Red Flashes
SHINING STAT

15&10 32Pts

THE#25 FALCONS ARE HAVING A SEASON TO REMEMBER

Nov. 29,2008
BG 71, UNC Greensboro 53

Dec. 6,2008
BG 94. Youngstown

Dec. 29,2008
BG 77, Dayton 68

Jan. 7,2009
BG 77, Kent State 71

WHAT HAPPENED: BG
shoots 53 percent as a team
and freshman Jessica Slagle
played a career-high 34
minutes, scoring nine points

State 61

WHAT HAPPENED: BG
was led by three 20* scorers
in their final game of 2008 to
give the team a 10-game
winning streak.

WHAT HAPPENED: The
Falcons found themselves
down earfy but rallied back
with the help of 15 threepoints to win their first conference game

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

WHAT HAPPENED: The
Falcons posted 54 first half
points, giving them a 28-point
cushion at the half, as they
cruised to their sixth straight
victory.

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

16Pts

18Pts

20 & 6

20&6

Lauren Prochaslca led the
team with 15 points.

Prochaslca had a double-double
with 15 points and 10 rebounds.

Prochaslca had a then-career high
32 points.

McCoy is named Most Outstanding
Player and scored 16 points.

McCoy scored 18 points,
with 10 off of free throws.

Tracy Pontius scored 20 points
and dished out six assists

Prochaska had 20 points and six
assists m the win.

Jan. 17,2009
BG 80. Akron 51

Jan. 31,2009
BG 76. Northern
Illinois 70

Feb.3,2009
BG 76, Ball State 67

Feb. 12,2009
BG 70. Toledo 53

Feb. 25,2009
BG 89, Buffalo 82

Feb. 28,2009
BG 61. Kent State 54

WHAT HAPPENED: The
Falcons make 32-of-34 free
throws in a battle of thendivision leaders to beat the
Cardinals

WHAT HAPPENED: Four
players were in double-figures
as BG defeated their archrival
Toledo for the 11th straight
time to go 10-0 in MAC play

Feb. 15,2009
BG 94, Central
Michigan 79

WHAT HAPPENED:
BG is taken to overtime by
a conference for the third
time when records fall as the
Falcons improve to 13-0 in
MAC play.

WHAT HAPPENED: The
Falcons again have to come
back against Kent State to win
their 25th straight game and
earned an automatic bid to at
least the WNIT Tournament.

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

17PtS

1,000

Technical fouls
on the Falcons

40

Points scored in
the game against
Miami on March
4, 2009. a seasonlow

26

Turnovers against
Saint Francis on
Nov. 25.2008. a
season-high

WHAT HAPPENED: Ni^
McCoy was one of three
Falcons in double figures as
she helped BG defeat her
former team.

WHAT HAPPENED The
Falcons had a scare as NIL)
took them to overtime for
BG's 18th straight victory.

SHINING STAT

SHINING STAT

13 & 5 31PtS
McCoy had 13 points and five
rebounds.

Illinois native Pontius scored a
career-high 31 points.

11&2

Goldsberry had 11 points and two
steals.

WHAT HAPPENED: The
Falcons relied on Prochaslca
as they routed Central
Michigan, winning its record
22nd straight game.

SHINING STAT

14 & 9

43PtS

Jen Uhl had a near double-double
with 14 points and nine rebounds

Prochaska scored a schoolrecord 4? points.

Pontius scores 17 points in overtime including five three-pointers.

Prochaska scores 25 points to get
to 1.000 in her career

17.6

Field-goal
percentage in the
first half against
Miami on March
4.2009. the lowest
of the conference
season

Winning margin
over Western
Michigan on Feb.
7. a season-low

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
Nov. 19.2008
BG starts
season
0-2 for
first time
in 12 years

Nov. 22,2008
First win
of 26
game
winning
streak

THE MEMORABLE MOMENTS AND
BROKEN RECORDS OF 08-09

Dec. 29,2008
Niki McCoy
earns
second
tournament
MVP award
of season

Jan. 12,2009
BG garners
its first vote
in the AP
poll

Jan. 14,2009
BG wins
its 600th
game as a
program

Jan. 17,2009
Lindsey
Goldsberry
wins her
100th career
game with
theBG
program

Feb. 4,2009
McCoy is
suspended
indefinitely
after OVI

Feb. 7,2009
Curt Miller
goes 100
games
over .500

Feb. 12,2009
Falcons
tie school
record with
a 21-game
winning
streak

Feb. 15,2009
BG
clinches
the MAC
East
division

Feb. 21,2009

Feb. 23,2009

Prochaska
ties school
record
hitting 12of-12 free
throws

The
ESPN/
USA
Today poll
has BG at
No. 25

Feb. 25,2009
The Falcons
and Bulls
set a record
with 39
overtime
points

March 2.2009

Feb. 28,2009
Goldsberry
sets MAC
record with
109 wins

BG clinches
at least a
share of the
MAC regular
season
championship

Miller wins
schoolrecord
93rd MAC
game

The
Falcons
move to
No. 25 in
theAP
poll

